12. POSITIONING THROAT PLATE

The throat plate can be placed in any one of its four positions — REGULAR, FINE, DARN, UNLOCK — by gently moving the throat plate position lever into place above the appropriate designation. When each position is reached, you will feel a slight resistance to the movement of the lever.

Throat plate in **REGULAR** position for sewing on most fabrics and for all chainstitching, no matter what kind of fabric is used.

Throat plate in **FINE** position for sewing (other than chainstitching) on delicate or lightweight fabrics such as silk, batiste, crepe, or organdy; and on fabrics that may mark easily.

Throat plate in **DARN** position for free-motion darning and embroidery and for button sewing.

Throat plate in **UNLOCK** position for removal and replacement. (See page 17 for instructions on changing the throat plate.)